...The School
you wish
could
Plantyou
the
Seeds
have gone to !

for a Secure

...the school
your babies can’t
wait to go to!

Future.

...the school your
kids love going to!
Financial Consultation
Now Enrolling students age 4-19

“The sky is the limit here (at Brite Future
Academy)
! That is,
Financial
Consultation
if I could see any limits!”
5432 Any Street West
Townsville, State 54321

Just a few resources
available at Brite Future Academy

A NEW CHOICE FOR EDUCATION HAS ARRIVED!
Learn - Think - Do! Remove standardized testing
requirements and a world of opportunity without limits
opens up for your child. Your child is free to explore,
learn, think and do things that interest them, and with
that, learn at an accelerated and amazing pace. With
support from cutting edge resources, incredible teaching staff, and a certain amount of freedom each child
is allowed to develop the skills they will need to become whatever they dream they can be.
We support your child’s interests and talents, work to
create strong foundations for your child to build their
dreams and talents into an amazing reality.
“We were ready to start homeschooling, but now we
have the best of all worlds for our kids!”
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Family and Professional education
Classes/resources available too…
  

Call to schedule a tour today!
480-483-3733
15650 N 83rd Way
Scottsdale AZ 85260
Check out online resources at
BriteFutureAcademy.com









Online and hands on self paced curriculum
Computers - IPads with educational Apps
No Homework - Peer collaboration allowed.
Cognitive and Auditory skill building programs.
EyeQ, Bal-a-vis-x, Brainetics, BrainGym, MORE
Bully Free Zone! Peaceful communication skills
No “Special Ed” or “Gifted” Programs, every
child deserves fully inclusive special education.





Indoor playground - no heat advisory days!
Music - Art - Daily PE - Recess - Languages…
And our favorite… Whatever your child can
dream up!

